We continue to work with our various facility operators and evolve facility procedures during this unique
season. Our commitment to you is to keep our membership updated about any changes we make.
General Reminders for all venues:
Masks must be worn at all times, other than when involved in game play. This includes arrival into the
facility, arrival onto and exiting the field and in the lobby following any game or practice. Team officials
must wear a mask at all times.
Teams must clear the field following their game, with minimal time to grab belongings and leave
through the designated exit – Teams must not stay on the field or by the benches to change, as these
benches must be sanitized before the following game.
Please respect the instruction of the Facility Staff; any reported abuse will not be tolerated.
Changes to Contact Tracing
Teams are required to ensure that they have a method to contract trace participants from training and
games. Originally CUSA was encouraging teams to utilize a paper recorded method (pg. 16). Teams will
now be provided the option to utilize the RAMP APP that will provide an electronic record for your
games and training sessions. This includes the AHS checklist for COVID symptoms. It is important to
note that not all apps are using AHS guidelines. A guide for the use of the RAMP APP tracing can be
found here. Please note that you can continue to use a paper record if you want. Our goal is to provide
you with options should we (or AHS) need to call upon you for the information.
Changes at Macron (Foothills) Fieldhouse










Check your game times. The first field times of an evening will remain the same, but if you have a
game scheduled during the 2nd or 3rd round of games of the evening, you will see that your field
times have been put back 10 minutes to allow for more time in between games for the first teams to
exit, sanitization to occur and your team to enter safely.
For the next window of time we have removed the ability to have spectators attending CUSA games
at the Macron Fieldhouse. This reduces the risk of having too greater number of people in the
facility, and means the changing area upstairs is strictly for players and for people part of a cohort.
This will be reviewed at the Christmas Break. Your cooperation with this decision is appreciated.
Players and Teams should not enter the facility until 15 minutes before their allotted game time.
Teams will be allocated a bleacher upstairs which will be clearly marked as the Home/Away for each
specific field.
Teams will be called down by Facility Staff when they have permission to enter the field area. This
will be no earlier than 10 minutes before the game and only once ALL the previous games players
have exited the building.
Teams should exit through the corner signposted door, rather than back through the entrance way.

We appreciate your cooperation with all of the above, as we strive to create a safe and enjoyable
playing environment for everybody.

